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Summary :


This article presents an in-depth review of the six best-rated PDF tools with powerful highlight and markup features.
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Best PDF Highlighters


If marking and drawing your PDF file is one of your reading habits, you are in the right place. In this comprehensive article, we will meticulously evaluate and compare the top-rated PDF tools that excel in supporting advanced highlight and markup features.

👉 To save time, you can directly download PDFgear, the overall best free PDF highlighter software for Windows, Mac, and iOS.

Comparing the Top PDF Highlighter Software

	Highlighter	Verdict	Pricing
	PDFgear	Highlight text and areas in PDFs with a color palette of over 100 colors.	Totally Free
	Preview	The built-in PDF viewer on Mac to quickly highlight, underline, or strikethrough text.	Free
	Adobe Reader	An intuitive way to highlight text in a PDF with a highlighter tool on computer and mobile.	Free


PDFgear: Advanced Highlighting and Annotation Tools

PDFgear stands out as an all-in-one PDF reader compatible with Windows, Mac, and iOS, making it a versatile choice for users across different platforms.

It offers an abundance of features tailored to both online and desktop users, streamlining your PDF workflow and enhancing your reading experience.



Free PDF Highlighter Software

Highlight text, shapes, and images in PDF documents using various color for completely free.



Free Download



Notably, its intuitive markup tool simplifies the highlighting, underlining, and strikethrough, and it even allows you to remove the markup from the selected text. with a user-friendly context menu.

Furthermore, when you choose to highlight your PDF content, you have the flexibility to select from six default colors, allowing for clear differentiation in your highlighted text.

Compatibility: Windows, Mac, iOS, online

PDFgear Highlighter Tool




Pros

	User-friendly interface for all levels of users.
	Works on Windows, Mac, iOS, and online platforms.
	No hidden fees, and ad-free software.
	Known for high ratings, reliability, and outstanding performance.
	Allows you to highlight PDF images





Cons

	No Android version is available yet.
	Occasionally crashes while editing the PDF.






Preview: Default PDF Viewer on Mac

Preview is no stranger for Mac users. It comes pre-installed on every macOS device and is well-integrated into the macOS ecosystem. For everyday PDF needs, it’s a reliable choice, seamlessly integrating with the macOS ecosystem.

It provides essential features like form filling, digital signatures, text highlighting, and document merging. However, for more advanced editing tasks, such as text removal or manipulation, users may find Preview falls short, necessitating the exploration of more feature-rich PDF editing software alternatives to meet their specific demands.

Compatibility: Only Mac

Preview Highlighter Tool




Pros

	Features for basic tasks and annotations available.
	Supports various PDF functions: view, sign, highlight, etc.
	Default on Mac, no extra cost for Mac users.





Cons

	For advanced editing, consider alternative software.
	Exclusive to Mac, unavailable for Windows and iOS.






Adobe Acrobat Reader: The Ultimate PDF Solution

Adobe Acrobat Reader sets a standard for PDF viewing, printing, and sharing. Boasting a rich array of tools, including highlighting and markup options, it’s an integral part of document management across the world. Powered by Adobe, it integrates seamlessly with cloud access and mobile applications.

For advanced features like text and image editing, digital signatures, and password protection, Adobe offers premium memberships to meet the diverse demands of users.

Compatibility: Windows, macOS, Mobile apps

Adobe Acrobat Highlighter Tool




Pros

	Diverse powerful PDF tools across platforms.
	Globally trusted, works seamlessly with Adobe apps.
	Value-packed subscription options.





Cons

	The resource-intensive nature can impact older devices’ performance.
	Advanced features require a premium subscription.






PDF Expert: Optimized for Mac and iOS

PDF Expert excels in editing, annotation, signing, and organizing PDFs, making it a top choice for Mac and iOS users to highlight and mark up PDF files. While it enhances productivity significantly, advanced features require a paid subscription.

Please be aware that PDF Expert is specifically designed for Mac and iOS users. If you’re using a Windows system, you might want to explore PDF Expert alternatives for Windows.

Compatibility: macOS, iOS

PDF Expert Highlighter Tool




Pros

	User-friendly interface, effective editing, and annotation.
	It syncs perfectly between Mac and iOS devices.





Cons

	Access to advanced features comes at a cost.
	The learning curve is high for new users.






Foxit PDF Editor: Tailored for Windows

Foxit PDF Editor is primarily designed for Windows systems and offers a limited free version, similar to Adobe Acrobat and PDF Expert, making it a practical choice for efficient PDF document updates.

Operating like a word processor, it allows text reflow, text highlighting, layout adjustments, font modifications, and easy incorporation of shapes and illustrations, offering a user-friendly editing experience.

Compatibility: Windows, macOS, iOS, Android

Foxit Highlighter Tool




Pros

	It provides many ways to customize PDFs to your needs.
	Affordable licenses, accessible to budget-conscious users.





Cons

	Some advanced features may require a paid upgrade.
	Primarily for Windows, with limited availability on other platforms.






Nitro PDF: Trusted PDF & eSign Software

Nitro PDF emphasizes security, compliance, and eSign solutions with identity verification. While certain features are accessible in the free plan, advanced tasks like PDF conversion, editing, and annotations including highlighting, underlining, strikethrough, and squiggles, along with easy removal of annotations, require a subscription to the paid plan. Nitro PDF offers various premium options tailored to your specific requirements.

Compatibility: Windows, Mac, and iPad/iPhone systems

Nitro PDF Highlighter Tool




Pros

	Nitro PDF is fast and efficient for handling PDFs.
	It has collaboration tools, great for teams working on PDFs.





Cons

	Accessing advanced features costs extra money.
	The free version has limits on certain tasks.






Conclusion

Choosing the right PDF highlighter tool depends on your specific needs and preferences. Each of the tools we’ve explored offers unique features and benefits. Consider your requirements, budget, and platform compatibility to make an informed choice that enhances your PDF reading and highlighting experience.
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